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The 10 Most Cosily pitfails of DAS
Deployment and How to Avoid Them
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ACUTA's Mission

is to advance the capabilities of higher education communications
and collaboration technology leaders.

ACUTA's Core Values are:

.
'
.

Encouraging and facilitating networking and the sharlng of resources
Exhibiting respect for the expression of individual opinions and solutrons
Fulfilling a commitment to professional development and growth
Advocating the strategic value of information communications technologies in higher
education
Encouraging volunteerism and individual contribution of members
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5G's Promise: 1,000 x CaPacitY, 1,000 x
Challenges

The 10 Most Costly Pitfalls of DAS Deployment

Curt Harler

Mike Altman

Most campuses have 3G cellular service. Quite
a few have 4G. At the Polytechnic lnstitute ol
New York University (NYU-Poly), researchers are
working on 5G. Read what it's all about and what it

and How to Avoid Them
ll a distributed antenna system (DAS) is in your
future, Altman reveals some of the most signilicant hazards and how you can avoid the dangers
they pose.
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might mean for your camPus.
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28

Higher-Speed WLANs About to Emerge

DAS on Campus: Solutions for Wireless

Paul Korzeniowski
Wireless LANs are about to jump to the Gbps
range, an increase that could help academic
institutions. But the upgrade comes with a few
caveats. Korzeniowski explains video's ripple
effect and what effect fatter pipes will likely have

Service

0n your campus.

John Spindler
What is a DAS? How does it work? Why is it necessary? Who's going to pay for it? Who's going to
manage it? This article is DAS 101 for those who
suspect they need to know the basics.
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State of the Residential Network 2013

Decision Criteria for Selecting a Wireless
lntrusion Prevention SYstem

Jennifer Van Horn

John Girard

lndiana University

Forage through this infographic for an analysis of
the latest results of the ACUTtuNACUBO ResNet
survey to learn what's happening with residential
networks.

Wireless LAN intrusion prevention systems detect,
monitor, diagnose, and defend against unauthorized access attempts, interference, and attacks.
This research oflers advice about the critical questions to ask when selecting products.
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LTE: The Next Wave of Wireless Evolution
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Ray Horak
What would the ideal wireless technology
provide? lmproved HD audio? Better video
conferencing? Data rates of 1 Gbps? Maybe even

37
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carrier aggregation? Get ready. LTE is coming.
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are
Personal and leadership deveiopment
have
I
and
me'
very important activities for
I
years'
focusedon these areas for many
but
myself
believe not only in growing
Leaderothers'
grow
to
helping
in
also
role in career
ship competencies play a key
and help to strengthen efforts

development
and
to develop world-class IT professional
technicai staff.
AsI was fortunate to attend the MOR
IT Leaders Program (ITLP' www'

particidistractions from work to pull
we have
that
fortunate
are
We
p"urrts away.
center called
u rrit".riiy-owned outdoor
a locaprovides
which
Bradford Woods,
core IU
two
the
between
tion equidistant
.urr-rp*.. in Bloomington and Indianapoiis
network'
nice scenery and no wireless

age

sociates

ago' The
morassociates.com) a few years
included
training
the
of
,nr". .or. elements
thinking'
strategic
leadership development'
This was an
and continuous improvement'
I felt was
that
one
and
excellent experience
others'
valuable to share with

with

of 25
The Boot CamP serves a cohort
nomby
selected
is
group
participants. This
associate
UITS
the
inations gathered from

all

vice presidents (AVPs) and includes
divisions and campuses' The construction

While
of the cohort is very intentional'
or emergnew
are
majority of participants
veterans
ing leaders, some more seasoned
balance'
uri included intentionally for

In 2009, I was Part

LeadershiP:

Pass lt On!

of a grouP of fellow
ITLP graduates at

Indiana UniversitY
(IU) who got together

a

provides
The content of the workshop
what the
of
the core
particiPants are there

l1 l*r#rl
&dl*{, {&rn$

ates

to create a Program
called the Emerging IT Leaders Boot
that was
Camp' This was a voluntary effort
workshop is
self-led and self-taught' The
from across
designed to bring together staff

create an
the central IT organization' UITS'
and
environment conducive to establishing
through
building peer relationships' and
and workshops provide ap-

ptttt'-'tutio'-t'

and
plied learning opportunities to develop
fast-paced
two-day'
The
retain top talent'
and
workshop uses the leadership skills
and
ITLP
the
at
competencies learned
of emerging
delivers those skills to a grouP
have the
not
would
leaders who otherwise
tools'
important
opPortunity to iearn such
The program has been very successful
Camp
and very well received by the Boot
the
you
with
graduates' I want to share
deliver
and
develop
that we used to
Process
the Program'

u'ith
fhe Boot CamP meets on two daYs

::11:i:
6
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to learn. It was buiit
with the lessons of
the MOR Associ-

ITLP in mind

and was a common

curriculum for all
was
the facilitators' Careful consideration
were
concepts
and
given to which ideas
lost important to deliver in a fairiy short
team
introductory workshop' The pianning
important
started with the 15 competencies
ITLP
for IT leaders that were part ofthe

compecurriculum. We decided on seven
These
Camp'
tencies to teach in the Boot
comPetencies are:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Working across the organization
DeveloPingPartnershiPs
Communication;Presence
Strategic thinking

Putting customers first
Coaching
Shared leadershiP

curWe constructed the Boot CamP
group
balancing
of
riculum with the idea
with presentations to keep the
activities
participants engaged' We also included
of creating
u gro.,p project with the goal

l.

Pluses and deltas

from Boot Ca

Pluses

About four months after the Boot Camp we
did a follow_up
survey of the participants and their managers
to determine how the
leadership lessons were being used in
thei-r daily work activities. This
information was invaluable with helping the plannlng
team work on
the next workshop.

Deltas

Meeting coworkers from
other divisions/campuses

More healthy snacks

Location (away from work)

Location issues

We created a Boot Camp project area on
the IU learning manage_
ment system that includes leadership articles
and informati,o., f.oi
the workshop sessions. It also inclujes
a recommended reading list
for emerging leaders. That list is below.

(temperature, loud noises)
Leadership fourneys

No wireless connection

Speed relating

No advanced warning about
the group project

(communication activity)

There are more elements to creating a Boot
Camp that I have not
mentioned here, such as how to coordinate
such an event and how to
obtain funding. My intention is to pique your
interest and curiosity
in pursuing a leadership Boot Camp at your
campus. As you read the
articles in this "Everything Wireless', issue
of the /o urnal, you will
surely agree with me that the rapid pace
of change and the evolution
of technology on today,s campus provide
abundant leadership op_
portunities. Building leadership competencies
in yourself and your
staffwill strengthen your whole organization. So,
pass it on....

Keep group project a surprise
an opportunity to think strategically,
practice collaboration,
practice communicating ideas, and most
important practice
providing and accepting constructive feedback.
The group

presentations were done during the
day_two session.

Session topics included strategic thinking
and leading
from the balcony, the 360-Degree Leader,
co-mmunication

a

and presentation skills, and peer coaching.
The most popular
presentations were the Leadership
lourneys that were done by
UITS AVPs and from Boot Camp alumni.
We mixed in some
thought-provoking videos and ended each
session with a feedback opportunity using the plus/delta
tool. Figure 1 lists some
ofthe pluses and deltas from the workshop.

Recommended Reading

.
.

We provided a take-away for the participants
that they
could post in their oflrces to remind them
of the key Ieadership

What Got You Here Wont Get you There
Marshall Goldsmith and Mark Reiter
Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Suryive and
Others Die
Chip Heath and Dan Heath

.

The Tipping

.

Blink

point

Malcolm Gladwell

lessoned learned. Below is the card:

Malcolm Gladwell

.

You Don't Need

a Title to Be a Leader

Mark Sanborn
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4lutr6 Ttite &

W
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.

Good to Great

fim Collins

.

Train Your Brain, Change your Mind
Sharon Begley

.

The i60" Leader

lohn Maxwell

.
.
.

The Invention of Air
Steven Berlin fohnson

The Ghost Map
Steven Berlin fohnson

Where Good Ideas Come From: The Natural History
of Innovation
Steven Berlin fohnson

.

Micro Messaging: Why Great Leadership Is Beyond
Words

.

Efectively Influencing Decision Makers
Marshall Goldsmith

Stephen Young
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In October I spoke at the PCIA Wireless
event, rePresenting higher education and
the impact of BYOD on the campus' What
resonated with me during the preparation
are
of my remarks was the fact that not only
Wire"Everlthing
our students driving the
faculty'
less" trend on camPus, but so are our
patients'
administrators, and, in many cases'

doctors, nurses, and healthcare administrators.

In higher education we embrace the explosion of our mobility needs' To accurately
translate the wireless demands of tomorrow's
students, ACUTA conducted research and

Revelations
from the
ResNet SurveY

deemed
5.7 percent. This level of sampling is

Report

in2012, establishing a baseline from
which to monitor resnet trends and prac-

and strategic Planning.

five
tices across higher education for at least

As the report's executive summary points
out, higher-education institutions may be

years.

an unlikely

Regarding this study, )oseph Harrington'
ACUTA immediate past president and
director of networking at Boston College'

but
edge of communications technology'
themselves'
unto
they are quite in a league

commented,'An unprecedented perfect
storm is forming on the horizon of network
technology while IT budgets tighten across
the country. With this study, ACUTA will
begin to shed light on diverse practices'

This year, for a second time, ACUTA
contracted market research firm Forward
Analytics to perform the resnet industry
research and to report quantitative market
intelligence that can benefit higher-education IT departments and enhance residential
computer networking available to college
and universitY students'
The 2013 ResNef Trends and Practices
Across Higher Education (wwwacuta'org/
resnet) is based on an online survey targeted
at higher-education IT and business lead-

Analltics worked closely with
ACUTA and NACUBO representatives to
design the 2013 survey. While similar to the
ers. Forward

2012 questionnaire, this year's survey gar-

3

i.rstitutions had multiple respondents)' With
highera sample population of 1,700 U'S'
education institutions, the response rate
- 5'7
represents a statistical significance of +l
interval'
percent at the 95 percent confidence
'Thi.
unique institutional
-"urm that with 251
that if the survey
said
be
it
can
respondents,
in 100 times the
times,95
100
repeated
were
at most by +/vary
would
findings
research
significant for supporting business decisions

decisions for the futurel'

Sprinq ZOI

A total of 280 surveys were completed'
(28
representing 251 universities or colleges

published the first annual Sfafe of ResNet

actively contribute to developing standards'
and provide a central knowledgebase that
wil Letter equip IT administrators to make

8

nered more in-depth data regarding issues
that were presented in the earlier study'

in Higher Education
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top-of-mind answer to some
when it comes to organizations at the cutting

As universities and colleges drive to provide
faculty and students with the most powerful
are
and efficient access to information' they
support
required to architect, deliver, and
the full sPectrum of commercially available services including phone,

Internet' TV

tablets, desktop and Iaptop computers' video
systems, smartphones, game boxes' smart
TVs, iPods, ebook readers, handheld game
a
consoles, and wireless printers-all this at
popudiverse
a
by
consumed
and
large scale

lation of users'
The 2013 ACUTA/NACUBO resnet study
inreveals that the megatrend, the seismic
crease in the number

oflnternet-connected

devices over the past several years, is not

showing any signs of slowing' Correspondingly, high-bandwidth applications and
streaming services continue to proliferate
as welI. And, in resPonse, institutions have
increased the Internet bandwidth and spe
dedicated to their residential networks
"tippi
the past year' But, we find that the

point" has not yet been reached when wi

less Internet will render older technologies,
such as landline phones and wired Ethernet,
obsolete. Therefore, schools are challenged
with keeping up with the new and maintain_
ing the old.

At the center of this puzzle are higher
education's CIOs and IT departments
responsible for managing the technology,
infrastructure, Iifestyle, and costs. Bandwidth
and connec(ivity/coverage requiremenls
are
increasing just as the cost to deliver these
services is on the rise.
The 2013 study shows that 61 percent
surveyed universities and colleges expect

of

than 65 percent ofresidents can only
support by phone.

ac_

cess

.

Oniy 9 percent of higher-education insti_
tutions presently outsource any signifi_
cant portions of their residential network.
However, increasing numbers of CIOs are
now considering this as a viable alterna_
tive to in-house operations.

The 2013 ACUTA/NAC|JBO ResNet
Trends and Pracfices study provides a re_
measure of the above issues but also expiores
how the universities and colleges are reacting
to the many challenges of resnet.

Please reference the infographic on pages

20-21 and the following elucidating articles

.,Everything

for a powerful transiation of the
Wireless" demands and requisite support we
must provide today for all involved in higher
education.
Many thanks to ACUTA members who
took the time to respond to our surveys,
allowing us to present an up-to-the-minute
picture of residential networks.
Beach Corinne at choch@acuta.org.

a

the cost ofproviding residential networks
to increase. But only 3B.g percent ofthe

institutions saw an increase in the operat_
ing budget devoted to resnet. Nearly l0
percent of institutions experienced
a
in the operating budget devoted
to resnet. What's more, the expectation is
decrease

to provide premium, high_performance,

uninterruptible network service, despite
the fact that the budgets, vendors, and
buyers rarely correspond in a direct or
neat business fashion. The resnet study
reveals that the majority of universities
and colleges (61.3 percent) are concerned
or very concerned about the abilitv of

their campus to support future demands
on the residential network.
Key highlights of the 2012 study
include the following:

.

A large majority (68 percent) of
institutions allow students unlimited
access

to the residential network.

.

More than 62 percent do not monitor
bandwidth consumption.

.

Nearly 50 percent of IT departments
do not recover the cost ofsupplying
bandwidth to residential networks.
Nearly 60 percent of institutions cite
total capacity below the 500 Mbps
threshold.
a

Less than 10 percent ofschools ofer
around-the-clock support, and more

ACUTAJournalollnformationCommunicationsTechnologynHigherEducation
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5G's Promise: 1,000 x Capacity, 1,000 x Chaltenges

Most campuses have 3G cellular service' Quite
of
a few have 4G. At the Pol1'technic Institute
researchers
(NYU-Poiy),
New York University
techare working on 5G. NYU-Poly is a private

Curt Harler

nology university in Brooklyn' Its researchers
already have a glimpse of the future in their
will
5G design, so it is only fair that those who
peek
sneak
a
get
administer those 5G networks
at what is in the offing.
For starters, 5G will olTer at least 1'000
times the capacity of today's expanding 4G
network. That means colleges with hospitals
and medical schools attached must PrePare
for telemedicine applications via cell phone or
tablet computer. Architecture or engineering
students and faculty will expect to share
design drawings via mobile 5G' Theater
majors will zip entire movies-not just clipsover the network. A11 faculty, students' and

administration will want the same capabilities'
Everyday downloads to mobile devices will
become faster and easier' Buffering for videos
or music downloads could well become a thing
of the past. One thing is for sure: If the change4G'
over is anlthing like the move from 3G to
network'
the
on
traffic
the
to
then 5G will add

Currently, a 4G connection generates 28
times more trafflc than a non-4G connection'
according to a2012 report from Cisco' There
are two reasons: First, many 4G connections
are for broadband routers and laptops' which
have a higher average usage' Second' higher
speeds encourage the use ofhigh-bandwidth
applications, so a smartphone on a 4G network

to generate 50 percent more traffic
is tit
"ty
than the same model smartphone on a 3G or
3.5G network.
As mobile network connection speeds
increase, the average bit rate of content accessed through the mobile network will go up'

High-definition video will rule' Mobile video
1

0

Spring zOt
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is expected to grow at 90 percent compounded

2016'
annual growth rate (CAGR) from now to
highest
the
have
will
video
Cisco figures mobile
10'8
growth rate of any mobile appiication' Of the
network
mobile
the
I*ubyt". per month crossing

by 2016,7.6 exabltes will be video'
If there is any lingering doubt about the
demand for bandwidth, cell phone giant Ericsson'
in a June 2012 report, notes that total smartphone
last year'
subscriptions, which reached 700 million
subscripTotal
should reach three billion in 2017 '

tions of data-heary devices will grow to 3'8 billion
by 2017. This includes smartphones' mobile PCs'
and tablets with cellular connectivity'
Keep in mind that a single smartphone can
generate as much traffic as 35 basic-feature
phones; a tablet as much traffic as 121 basic-

featrr" phones; and a laptop

as

much traffic as 498

basic-feature Phones.

Mobile data traffic doubled between 2011
and2}l2and was up 19 percent between Q4 of
of
last year and Ql of this year' It shows no sign
One
bandwidth?
the
find
we
wiil
Where
slowing.
answer might be 5G technologY'
Demand ls a Given
Power users probably are muttering''About timel"
That is because celi phones in the United States
tlpically operate at about half the speed of phones
and enhanced
1upur. Users are hungry for speed
rest assured
should
.uputility. ACUTA members
the early 5G
among
be
that the college crowd will

ir-t

adapters . . . when it hits the market'

"Bandwidth-hungry devices are doubling
wireless sPectrum demand every 12 to 18 monthsl'
invessays professor Shivendra Panwar, principal
tigator on the NYU-Poly 5G project' "4G wireless
networks increased the efficiency ofspectrum usage, but this project pursues disruptive technologies that will significantly relieve the pressure"'

n#K-**

power
College campuses are hotbeds of bandwidth
need to
users. Netr,vork administrators and planners
keep in mind that the top one percent of mobile data
subscribers generate 24 percent of mobile data traffic'
That number is actually dor'r'n from 35 percent in 2010'
llccording to a mobile data usage study conducted by
(lisco in 2011, mobile data trallic evened out over the
last year and nor,r'approaches the 1:20 ratio that has
t,een true offixed netrvorks for several years'

It

is so bad that Cisco,

in its report, stated that

rnobile netr,r,ork connection speeds grew 66 percent that
mobile network downstream
1,ear. Globally, the average
(kbps), up
s;peed in 2011 was 315 kilobits per second
network
mobile
lrom 189 kbps in 2010. The average
connection speed for smartphones in
l<bps, up

20

1

1

was 1,344

from 968 kbPs in 2010.

As smartphones come to rePresent a larger share of
.lG connections, the gap between the average traffic of
,4G devices ancl non-4G devices will narrou', but by 2016
4G connection will still generate nine times more traffic than a non-4G connection'

a

AT&T Wireless claimed it r'vould be out of capacity
r'r.ithin another year if it did not get more bandwidth'
Granted, that statement was motivated by AT&T's desire
to acquire T Mobile and that company's spectrum' Even
though that did not go through, Verizon, AT&T, and
er.ery other tt'ireless provider on the planet are looking
for more spectrum.
Cisco numbers put mobile video usage at a 25-fold
increase betn een 20 1 I and 20 1 6' accounting for over
70 percent of totai mobile data traffic by the end of the
forecast period. Where will we find the bandr'vidth?
Today's Wireless OPtions
Since personal cell phone users compete rvith security'
aviation, military, video-streaming operations, and even

taxi companies for bandwidth-bandwidth that users
rvant available on-the-go-there is little doubt that com-

petition for spectrum will he extreme'
There is a rush on to find ways to use existing sPectrum more efliciently rather than create new technologies. "That's the easy way to do itl' Panu'ar says' Any
engineer knou's that "easy" is usually elicient, too' Horvever,

in

a couple of years the

crunch lvill be real'

One tactic competing with 5G is the cognitive
r.vireless approach to bandn'idth. Under the cognitive

)
Cloudpoth''

f

'''303'64FT495*t"auffi@do

pofh' net

strategy, the FCC would give underutilized

spectrum to other users or require existing
spectrum holders to share space with others.
Much of the available spectrum is allo_
cated to special users. Do a study in thinly
populated areas, like Nebraska or Oklahoma,

and one finds unused "white space,, in the
spectrum. That would not be the case even
in second-tier cities like Omaha or Tulsa . . .
and certainly not the case in philadelphia or
Los Angeles.

In fact, some observers compare today,s
wireless situation to the Los Angeles free_
ways. There are more freeway users, Iarger

trucks, and simply no more space on the
concrete. The NYU-poly team thinks it has

answer-at least as far
ofthe analogy goes.
an

as the wireless

half

How lt Will Work
The idea behind NYU-polys project is to
create a smarter and far less expensive wire_
less

infrastructure.

The goal, says NyU wireless guru Theo_
dore Rappaport, is to create that smarter,
cheaper infrastructure by using smaller,

lighter antennas with directional beamforming* to bounce signals offof buildings
using the uncrowded millimeter-wave spectrum.
Researchers say this spectrum provides 50 to 100
times more user capacity, is readily available,

and is attractive because it will be possible
to build low-cost infrastructure and devices
that can leverage it.
That explains another objective ofthe
team: to assist in the development of smaller,
smarter cells and devices that can cooperate
rather than compete for spectrum.

. Beamlorming

is a technique for creating a radio or

acoustical signal that essentially is directional, rather than
omnidirectional, in nature. This is done by sending multiple overlapping omnidirectional signals ihat conrierge
at a pafiicular angle to optimize the signal strength in
a
particular direction.

-Ray
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Horak, President, The Conlext Corporation

Rappaport and panwar are looking at a
five-year time horizon in their work.
First, however, they caution that there
thing as "5G" today. ,.It,s just a

is no such

cute name we came up with," panwar says.
"The standards bodies will determine

what

it eventually becomes."
That said, the technology they are
developing will likety end up on campus as
5G. Unlike current cellular spaces, there is
a

lot of high-frequency, millimeter,wave
(millimeter technology is

space available

the 30-300 GHz areawhere the frequencies
are measurable in millimeters).
5G, as envisioned today, would be in
the 60 GHz area. "The area has promise,,,
Panwar says. "There is more spectrum in

that range than there is in all the spectrum
familiar with for TV cellular,
and Wi-Fi."
areas you are

There are challenges with 5G. For one
thing, 60 GHz's reach is quite short today...
more appropriate for connecting desktop
devices or linking computers to printers
across a room. Rappaport is betting on, and
working on, a solution to allow 5G signals
to reach 200 meters. That is still woefully
short of the current cell site signal radius of
a mile or so. However, sites in busy urban
centers may serve a cell as small as a few
hundred yards today. Ifand when Rappaport's group develops the enabling technology to reach 200 meters, the convergence
of cell towers' shorter reach and longer 60

GHz technology may make it all work.

cellular base stations that extend a signal

into hard-to-reach areas. panwar envisions
colleges putting a femtocell in every large
block or quad to cover people walking or
moving about.
For users served by operator_owned
femtocells and picocells, a sizable propor_
tion of traffic generated by mobile and
portable devices would be offloaded from
the mobile network onto the fixed network.

It already is happening. As a percentage of
total mobile data traffic from all mobileconnected devices, mobile offload should
increase from ll percent (T2petabytesl
month) in 201 I to 22 percent (3. I exa_
bytes/month) in2016, according to Ciscot
projections. Without offload, global mobile
data traffic would grow at a CAGR of g4
percent instead of 78 percent.
Thll buildings have a way of blocking
radio signals. The answer there is easiermore 5G signal hand-offs or directional
hand-offs. Cell towers can spread their
energy in all directions. But pencil beams
allow one-directional signals to navigate
narrow building canyons. Of course, the
network would have to be able to track an
individual's device as the person moved

from one confined area to another.
"We are working on that to extend the
range and get a better signalj' panwar says.

Traffic expectations are huge. By 2016,
Cisco says one-quarter of mobile users

will

have more than one mobile-connected
device, and 9 percent will have three or
more mobile-connected devices. All will be

Perhaps more serious is the problem
current 60 GHz technology has penetrating
brick and stone. While 60 GHz does fine
going through dry,wall, it is a rare college
campus that does not have brick and stone
structures. At the University of Maryland,
for example, the ubiquitous brick buildings
would create a 5G nightmare.

will work with current technologyi, panwar

Panwar has an answer to that challenge-one already available: repeaters or
femtocells. Femotcells are small, low-power

promises. He notes that even old, 2G cell
phones still work just fine on 4G networks
and still are supported.
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competing for bandwidth.
Note that 5G is expected to utilize
current or slightly improved versions of
existing technology. All ofthose 4G and

3G devices will not disappear. ,.This
[5G]
will not wipe out the old technologies. It

While he hopes to

see the eventual

incarnation of 5G overlaid on today's 3G
and 4G networks, "This is not the only way
things can evolvel' Panwar acknowledges.
Behind the Research

However, it is a workable vision for wireIess. This is not pure research. There are
both public and private groups suPport-

ing the work being done by Rappaport
and Panwar. NYU-Poly is working with a
consortium of government agencies and
businesses as they lay the foundation for
5G cellular networks. The money to support the 5G project is there. The National
Science Foundation awarded them an
Accelerating Innovation Research grant of
$800,000. This was matched by $1.2 million
from the Empire State Development Division ofScience, Technology, and Innova-

tion, which supports the project based on
its longstanding partnership with NYUPoly's Center for Advanced Technology in
Telecommunications.

Industrial partners include InterDigital,
National Instruments, and faculty startup
company Asension Laboratories. They
contribute not just money and brainpower

but also critical equipment, according to
Panwar.

In

a prepared statement,

NYU-Poly

president Jerry M. Hultin said, "This new

collaboration will significantly accelerate
the progress toward 5G, and it exemplifies
the power of NYU-Poly's philosophy of
i2e: invention, innovation, and entrepreneurship. The team is built of experienced
faculty entrepreneurs and highly innovative researchers. Students will learn how to
create products and companies, working
beside these professors and researchers

from blue ribbon companiesi'

communications circuits and systems at
millimeter-wave frequencies. His research
influenced many international wirelessstandards bodies, and he and his students
invented the technology of site-specific
radio frequency (RF) channel modeling
and design for wireless network deployment-a technology now used routinely

throughout wireless communications.

In

Rappaport started work at NYU-Poly
in April 2012 after being appointed in
March to lead the new initiative in wireless
communications engineering and research
He had previously been at the University
ofTexas Austin and founded research programs at Virginia Poly'technic Institute.
Rappaport teaches at NYU-Polyt Elec-

trical and Computer Engineering Department and NYU's Courant Institute. He
also is the director of the National Science
Foundation Wireless Internet Center for
Advanced Technology research center. He
is the founding director of NYU Wireless,
the first academic research center to combine engineering, computer science, and
medicine.
Rappaport is no stranger to wireless
innovation. He is a pioneer in radio wave

propagation for cellular and personal
communications, wireless communication
system design, and broadband wireless

1989, he founded TSR Technologies,

Inc., a cellular radio/PCS software radio
manufacturer that he sold in 1993 to what
is now Commscope, Inc. (taken private
in 2011 by Carlyle Group). In 1995, he
founded Wireless Valley Communications,
Inc., a pioneering creator ofsite-specific
radio propagation software for wireless
network design and management that he
sold in 2005 to Motorola.
Work for ACUTA Members

ACUTA members should be prepared to
do a lot of down-and-dirty negotiation with
all of the wireless providers who serve their
area. Ifyou think that negotiating contracts
for tower space on tall buildings was a
hoot...you aint seen nothing yet!

With 5G, there will be many more,
smaller cells required to provide the cover-

will demand. Expect to be approached by multiple.wireless carriers who
age users

MORE FEATURES!!!' Boss/admin, call parking,
music on hold and many more
MORE PHONEslll'A complete lP phone porHolio
to meet all of your voice requirements
information: snom.com
information about snom in the Americas: snomchannel.com

MORE INTEROP!!! ' Extensive interoperability covering
a huge range of vendors including Kerio, Microsoft, Avaya

will want to put cell

sites, femtocells, and
all manner of other technology at key spots
around campus.

Whether the college limits itself to
working with one preferred wireless
provider or services all is a policy (and,
perhaps, regulatory) consideration for administration. Even more challenging might
be resolving issues around fiber use. All of
those bandwidth-hogging cell signals will
require backhaul on fiber or point-to-point

isfaction. Coverage where people need it
and a fast and reliable connection to the
Internet are "must-haves" for smartphone
users. This reflects the need to be constantly
connected and to have a positive smartphone experience. In real-world terms,
what we need are shorter average page-load

have a strategy for 5G simmering on the
back burner. Those five to seven years have
a way of coming around awfully fast.

Ericsson says that, with an increased

PC generates four times more traffic than

number of subscriptions, evolved devices,
and2417 connectivity, global mobile data
traffic will grow by 1,500 percent by the end
of 2017 . Access to the Internet is a prerequisite and will drive further build-out of
mobile networks. By2017, an astonishing
85 percent of the world's population will
be covered by WCDMA/HSPA networks,

In 2011, according to Cisco, 72pet-

HT (high traffic) smartphones with upper-

Ericsson projects.

abltes of smartphone and tablet traffic
were offloaded onto the fixed network each
month. Without offload, traffic originating

end operating systems. At the end of 2011,
the average mobile PC generated 2 GB per

microwave.

from phones and tablets would have been
217 petabytes per month rather than 147
petabltes per month in 2011.
A college that owns dark fiber will find
itself in the driver's seat when it comes to
negotiating with wireless providers.
Any college telecom or IT person familiar with Wi-Fi should not have too much
problem keeping up with the network
management side of the issue. Remember,
there already is cross-competition with Wi-

Fi and cellular. 5G is simply the same story

told faster.
Security is one area where ACUTA
members can rest easier. Today, most of

network management and security requirements are handled by the telco. There is no
reason this should change for 5G.
However, all of these points need to be
delineated on a college's quality-of-service
and service level agreements to ensure that
the bandwidth, security, and availability are
up to snuff.

times, a more consistent user experience,
and elimination or minimization of page-

load failures.
On average, Ericsson figures a mobile

month versus 500 MB per month produced
by HT smartphones. An average smartphone generates around half of the volume
of an HT smartphone. By the end of 2017,
a mobile PC will generate 8 GB per month
and a smartphone just over

I

GB.

Coverage and data speed drive user sat-

14

ects that

of it will be on your campus. Sometime in
2014,the average mobile connection speed
will surpass I Mbps. Usage on handsets will
exceed 50 percent of mobile data traffic in
2014.

However massive the final outcome,
there are economic, business, and policy
issues that need to be addressed to facilitate
any iteration of 5G.
Rappaport, Panwar, and their team are
well aware of the probable impact of 5G on
the American economy. While U.S. firms
do quite well on the device side of the wireIess business-witness Apple and Android
systems-they are almost totally out of the
world market in base stations and the like.
Panwar is clear that they hope the core
5G technology is kept here in the United

Where will it end? Sometime in2012
there were over 100 million smartphone
users who became members of the'gigabyte clubl'using over I GB per month. At
about the same time, the number of
mobile-connected devices exceeded the
world's population. Tablets will exceed 10
percent of global mobile data traffic, and
monthly mobile tablet traffic is expected
to surpass 1 exablte per month. The truth
is, when the human mind sets to work on
technological solutions, there is no end.

of it eventually gets licensed to overseas

Curt Harler is a contributing editor for the ACUIA
Journaland a freelance writer who specializes in
technology topics. Reach Curt at curt@cur.tharler.

firms.

com.

States even if, as

in Qualcomm's

case,

much

"Our intent is that, like CDMA, it will
be done in the United Statesi' Panwar says.
However, he concludes, any time one deals

What ls Coming

projmonthly global mobile data traffic
will surpass l0 exabytes in2016. Not all
That's the good news. Ciscot study

with technology, there are uncertainties.
That given, ACUTA members still should
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lmprove the efficiency of moves, adds, and changes on university
and higher
education campuses with Brady's NetDoc@ cable Management software.
lt
is an easy-to-use web-based solution that lets you document
everything from
backbone cables to pathways and locations.
NetDoc@

r
r
r

software features:

Drag-and-drop movements for documenting connections
Support for T14-606-8 identification schemes
lntegration with Brady's LabelMark" cable label creation software

Learn more at www.BradylD.com/NetDoc

TRY IT OUT!
Scan the QR code to request a

demonstration of NetDoc@ Softwarel
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WHEN PERFORMANCE MATTERS MOST"

Higher-Speed WLANs About to Emerge

Paul Korzeniowski

Faster, faster, faster . . . that is the mantra

for all networking technologies. As a result,
wireless LANs, which have been operating
at a few hundred Mbps, are about to jump
to the Gbps range, an increase that could
help academic institutions. "The rapidlyincreasing number of mobile users, devices,
and applications on campuses are correspondingly driving demand for bandwidth
expansion on wireiess LAN networksj' says
Craig Mathias, a principal with the wireiess
and mobile advisory firm Farpoint Group'
However, the anticiPated uPgrade
with a few caveats. Compliant
products are in an early stage of development, so it could be difficult for academic
comes

institutions to find all ofthe pieces they
need. Vendors have devised new signaling techniques, but they may not deliver
as much throughput as advertised. Finally,
the first wave of devices is expected to be
expensive, so schools may {ind it dilficult to
cost-justify their Purchase.
Despite these challenges, exPectations
are that the new solutions will quickly find
a home in academic networks' "We expect

that in early 2013, the availability of 5 GHz
radio smartphones will stimulate a new
phase in demand for 802.11ac productsl'
predicted Chris DePuy, vice president,
Carrier IP Telephony, Wireless LAN, and
Wireless Packet Core Market Research at
the Dell'Oro Group. Because of that boost,
the firm expects worldwide revenue for
wireless LAN equipment to reach $9'9 billion in 2016, a 52 percent increase over its
2011 mark.
Wireless Networks Mesh with Universities'
Needs

Wireless LAN usage on college camPuses
has been growing because these networks

1
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fit for academic institumany students
classroom,
the
tions. In
and increasingly
laptops,
with
already work
they are toting smartPhones and tablets
to class. Also, students are a nomadic user
have been a good

group and therefore less likely to work from
the same location year after year. Finaily,
many schools are expanding their campus
footprints and need a quick and simple way
to set uP new network connections.
As a result, wireless is becoming the
networking option of choice on many campuses. "I fully expect our wireless network
to carry the majority of traIfic across our

within the next five yearsi' says
Eric Hawley, vice president of information
technology for Utah State University. The
university has deployed more than 1,000
Meru Networks access points to support
more than 27,000 students and faculty
campuses

working on six campuses across the state.
But these networks need more bandwidth. The BYOD (bring your own device)
movement is unstoppable. Increasingly, end
users are dictating what technology they
will use on campus. Many students, faculty,
and employees purchase new smartphones

or tabiets at lunch and immediately connect
them to campus networks' These devices
are powerful and eat up a lot of bandwidth'
Video's Ripple Effect

Another factor driving bandwidth demand
is that video has become a popular applica-

tion for both academic and recreational
use. Increasingly, teachers are integrating
video into their presentations in order to
make them more effective. Students also
spend a great deal of time on sites like
YouTube as well as downloading movies
and TV shows and watching them on either
a desktop PC

or a portable device' Finally,

many video presentations are moving away

from standard displays to HD-quality presentations, which are bandwidth intensive.
The latest bandwidth boost falls under

the bailiwick of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), which
has been responsible for wireless

LAN standards since 802.1I emerged in 1997. As the
work on bandwidth upgrades has become
more complicated, the development cycles
in Figure l.
The initial enhancements were completed
in a few years, but now a handful ofyears
are passing between performance boosts.
have taken longer, as shown

improves on this by supporting multiple

Wireless Pipes Get Fatter

lmproved Network Throughput

In addition, the 5 GHz band offers more
bandwidth than its predecessor. In North
America, the 2.4 GHz band has 83.5 MHz
of total bandwidth while the 5 GHz band
has a total of 495 MHz, which means
that the 5 GHz range can carry almost
six times as much traffic as the 2.4 GHz

Beamforming (see page 12) also enhances
system performance. Here, the network
device detects incoming signals and sends
feedback to the transmitter, which can adjust the phase and amplitude of the signals
at its antennas. This feature was optional
with 802.11n but will be incorporated into
the silicon for all 802.11ac svstems.

range can. As a result, 802.1 lac offers

StandardTop Speed.... Final Ratification
802.11.........2 Mbps ........ June 1 997

niques. The wider the channel, the fatter
the transmission pipe, and the more data
users can push through it.

802.1 1a...,.. 54 Mbps ....... September

1

999

802.1 1 b ..... 1 1 Mbps ....... September

1

999

802.1 19...... 54 Mbps ....... June 2003

802.11n.....450 Mbps ...... October 2009
802.11ac....1.5 Gbps....... Sometime in 2013

With the latest upgrade, the group
increased the speed ofeach link. The fastest
current WLAN, IEEE 802.1 ln, maxes out
at around 150 Mbps on one antenna,
300 Mbps with two, and 450 Mbps with
three antennas. In comparison, the emerg-

ing 802.1lac specification promises to
deliver roughly three times more bandwidth: 450 Mbps, 900M bps and 1.35 Gbps
respectively.
The increase comes from a series

of

network

protocols. The new specification operates
solely in the 5 GHz frequency rangel previous versions operated in the 2.4 GHz band
as well as the 5 GHz band. The 5 GHz offers
a number of potential benefits. the 2.4 GHz
range is prone to interference because it is
used for a variety ofwireless devices, such
as Bluetooth peripherals, microwave ovens,

clients simultaneously.

wider connections and more flexibility
than its predecessors: The new devices
support 2OMHz,40MHz and 80 MHz
channels compared to 20 MHz and 40
MHz with the older networking tech-

Figure 1. The 802.11 Family Tree

changes made to the underlying

and baby monitors. The new band is used
solely for wireless LANs.

Starting with the 802.1 ln specification, engineers have been adding speed
by bonding channels, basically connecting two adjacent channels into one
transmission line and effectively doubling
the available throughput. With2.4 GHz,

sca n nex llt
=
The ip.buffer range
is

designed to help you collect
and securely deliver data
for Managerial Reporting,
Call Accounting, Scientific
Data, and ASP applications.

only three of the I I available channels
could be linked. With 5 GHz, that feature
is capable on

all

ll

channels.

Also, the previous specifications supported MIMO (multiple input, multiple
output) spatial streams. Here, multiple
antennas are used at both the transmitter
and receiver to increase data throughput

without adding bandwidth or increasing
transmission power. Basically it spreads
the same total transmission power over
multiple antennas to achieve more bits
per second per hertz ofbandwidth.
802.1ln specified up to four MIMO
spatial streams; 802.1lac doubles that
number to eight MIMO spatial streams.
Another plus is greater reliabiliry
which comes from more antenna diversity, another new feature. With 802.1 ln,
MIMO could only be used for a single
client at any given time, while 802.1lac

port devices, with CPRS/cellular and
PSTN/POTS optional modems. They
offer greater functionality, ease of
installation, and long term reliability,
making these buffers the choice
of many of the major educational
institutions and organisations around
the world.
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The new specif,cation features a different modulation technique. The emerging

unveiled a wireless router and client bridge

standard supports 256 QAM (quadrature
amplitude modulation), which is a way to

As the devices begin to arrive, schools
will have to determine how well they will
function. Theoretically, 802.I lac Wi-Fi ra-

modulate radio waves when transmitting
data. 802.1 ln maxed out at 64 QAM, so the
advent of 256 QAM should deliver significant throughput improvements.
Yet, the new standard faces some
dles before

hur-

it will be widely adopted. First,
from when a new standard is

time
drafted to when customers can purchase
compliant devices, and 802.11ac is still
evolving in that area. The IEEE completed a
first draft ofthe standard in |uly 2011. Final
approval (an often time-consuming propasses

cess) is anticipated

for sometime in 2013.

The First Wave of Products Begins to Arrive
However, once a standard hits draft status,
vendors start developing products, and
that has been the course that 802.1 lac has

followed. The vendors' work began with
network chipsets and components and has
been gradually extending to network devices. In November 2011, Quantenna Communications released an 802.11ac chipset
designed for consumer Wi-Fi routers.
Broadcom Corp., which has been a leader
in the Wi-Fi space, outlined its plans at the

in fanuary 2012. Qualcomm,
its
Wi-Fi
expertise and technology
with
coming from its Atheros acquisition, also
started shipping 802.1lac products in2012.
CES show

Redpine Signals developed a low-power
802.1 1ac technology for smartphone ap-

plication processors.

With those elements falling into place,
compliant network solutions have begun
to emerge-although the bulk initially has
been geared to the consumer market rather
than to the enterprise. In April 2012, Netgear announced new high-speed 802. I lac
routers, and in May, Buffalo Technology

1

8

adapter.

dios could take advantage of all of the new
promised features. However, it is expected

that flrst-generation devices will support
some but not all of the new features. For
instance, the eight MIMO sPatial streams
and use of 256 QAM may not be included

in 6rst-generation products, so maximum
throughput will be available only in future
releases.

Reading the Fine Print
Even when those features arrive, it is
unclear how much of a performance boost
schools will receive. As with previous Wi-Fi
standards, the speeds touted in the promo-

tional materials are theoretical maximums
and more than what users typically experience.

In some

cases, the actual

through-

put may be 20 to 30 Percent less than the
promised high-water marks.

Another issue is that the new devices
use a great deal of electriciry which could
cause battery problems. Part ofthe reason
for the increase is the use of proprietary
power-management functions, and another
factor is simply the higher throughput that
802.1 lac offers. Battery drain could be a
significant problem for mobile devices such
as laptops, smartphones, and tablets.

As noted, the IEEE standard likely

will not be finally ratified until sometime
in 2013. Schools may be a bit leery of
deploying such systems because the Wi-Fi
Alliance has not yet issued interoperability
criteria for 802.11ac devices. Consequently,
academic institutions could run into compatibility problems if they mix and match
different vendors' products. When firstgeneration 802.1 1n products arrived, there
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were snafus connecting different systems.
Because 802.1 lac relies on a number of
new features, similar problems may arise.
Managing Complexity
The vendors

will

have to put more ad-

vanced management functions in place
for several reasons. Networks are be-

coming denser: lnstitutions are serving
several thousand access points and tens
of thousands of users. Also, networking
technology is starting to take advantage of
virtualization technology, which improves
system performance but makes management of different devices more difficult.
Older management tools cannot suPPort
these new functions.
Pricing is another open issue. The
expectation is that early users will pay a
premium for the faster speed. Estimates are
that first-generation products will be 20 to
50 percent higher than comparable 802.1 ln
devices. Pricing is expected to decline as
sales ramp up and suppliers have a larger
spread

iH.

their development costs

None of the possible implementation
issues appears to be a showstopper.

In fact,

when previous versions of802.11 have gone
through similar transitions, a few bumps
with the early implementations have been
followed by a rapid uptick in product sales.
The new specification is expected to be
completed in 2013, the first wave of installations is moving into the pipeline, and
significant deployments are expected in the
next few years.
Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer who specializes in communications issues and is based
in Sudbury, Massachusetts. He has been writing
about these issues for more than two decades and
can be reached at paulkorzen@aol.com.
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Deputy CIO & Executive Director
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Envisioning the New lT Organizotion
CIO panel moclerated by John Gallant, founder
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Network World

The Collision of Two Worlds, Mobite Voice ond Mobile Dato
Bob Friday, CT0, Cisco Wireless Networking Business Unit
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Don McMillan, phD
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"The AC:i,JTA Conference was a

wonderJul opportunity for exchanginlT ideas with peer universities. I think I was able to help other
ottendee,s with on issue or twoond I know they helped me."
Sheard Goodwin
lT Expert

University of Florida

Walter Czerniak
Associote Vice president, lT
N orthe rn I i nois U n ive rsity

Finance
Customer Support
Legislative & Rregulatory lssues

Network lnfrastructure & Management

... and lots more!
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"As trovetl budgets continue

to shrink for both vendors and
schools, ,the ACUTA Exhibit Hatt
continues to be an excellent place
to obtain hands-on knowledge
of many oroducts and services.
Second only to the educotional
sessions, the Exhibit Hall is the
reoson I outhorize travel funds for
my staff.'

Communication & Collaboration Technologies
EmergencyCornmunications

+

See the latest technologies

Meet with mulfiple vendors who offer a variety of solutions
Talk to company representatives who understand the unique needs of higher ed

Win some reolly terrific prizes in the Exhibit Hall!

And then there's the Networking...
"Given today's innovotive and demonding technology climote, t think every tr/telecom
professionol who cares obout success should be at the ACUTA Annuol conference.
The information that will be shared and the professionol networking thot wilt hoppen
make this event one of the greatest values onywhere. I hope to see you there!"
loseph Horrington
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Boston College

State of the Residential Network 2013
ACUTA and the National Association of
College and University Business Officers
(NACUBO) have published the 2013

ACUTA/NACUBO State of ResNet Report,
casting a spotlight on important residential
networking trends and challenges facing
universities and colleges across the country.
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The 2013 report reveals schools rising
to meet bandwidth demands but struggling
to manage escalating costs amid tightening
budgets. It is the second installment of a
comprehensive five-year tracking study to
measure the broad variation in residential
networking (ResNet) practices and policies
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expertise to study ResNet issues and the
first time that respondents extend beyond
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in higher education in order to develop
a long-term body ofknowledge around
an area where very little aggregate data
currently exists. It is also the first time that
two leading institutions have pooled their
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higher-education IT oflrcers to CFOs and
business officers.
"The ACUTA/NACUBO Study paints
a
vivid picture of the intensifying tug_of_war
between rising ResNet costs and tightening
budgets at many of our nations universi_
ties and colleges," said Dee Childs, ACUTA
Ilnvironmental Scanning Committee chair,
who is the associate provost and CIO of

lhe University of Alabama in Huntsville.
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fohn Walda, NACUBO president
and CEO, adds, "Reaping the rewards
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is available on the ACUTA website at www.
acuta.org.
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Key highlights of the report are incorpo_
rated into this infographic. The full report
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delicate balance for administrators. This
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to helping higher-education institutions
develop successful ResNet strategies.,,

technological leaps while maintaining both
administrative and budgetary efficacy is a
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greater cooperation and dialogue among
stakeholders and an important contribution

administrators rise to the challenges of the
coming years."
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study is a positive step toward fostering

a

comprehensive and coherent inventory of
practices, perceptions and priorities to help
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LTE: The Next Wave of wireless Evolution

James S. Cross, PhD
Ray Horak

What would the ideal wireless technology
provi<1e? Improved HD audio? Better video
conferencing? Data rates of 1 Gbps? Maybe
is
even carrier aggregation? Get ready' LIE

coming.
The next wave of the wireless evolution continues to build momentum in the
business and public sectors' College and

university mobile phone users will continue
to lind compelling reasons to trade up as new
smartphones are launched lvith dual-core
processors and near-field communication
chips in support of an incredible array of
apps that seems to grow exponentially day by
day.

Although the academic community con-

tinues to be challenged by budgets that are
not only tight but also shrinking, Long Term
Evoiution (UIE) is poised to provide relief'

trial Radio Access (UTRA) and optimizing
radio access architecture. It is an evolution
of the GSM/EDGE and UMTS/HSPA network technologies standards and provides
increased capacity and speed using new

modulation techniques.
Accorcling to 3GPR the goal of LIE is to
increase spectral efficiency, increase peak
data rates and increase frequency flexibility'
Thereby LIE improves the capacity and
speed of wireless data networks' A further goal was to redesign and simplify the

network architecture to an IP-based system
with significantly reduced transfer latency
compared to the 3G architecture'
How Does LTE Work?

LIE

is a standard

for greatly simplified

to a high-speed packet-switched
network. According to Gompa, it "doesn't
have the capability to handle voice calls and
text messages natively (which are typically
handled by circuit-switched networks like

access

What ls LTE?

According to self-proclaimed techno - geek
Neal Gompa, "To most it is a faster network
technology. To network operators around the
world, it is a way to simplify their infrastructures to reduce costs while improving
the quality of their offerings to subscribers'
...In the end, it is I-ong Term Evolution of
the Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS) l' (www'extremetech'com/
mobile/1 1071 1-what-is-1te) Gompa calls it
an "easily deployable network technology'
offering high speeds and low latencies over
long distances'..[It's] what the 3GPP (3rd
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sortngzolt AcUTA

GSM and CDMA). The LIE SAE (SYstem
Architecture Evolution) is essentially a sim-

plified version of the one used for UMTS
networks todaY.
two different types of air
interfaces (radio iinks), one for downlink
(from tower to clevice), and one for uplink
(from device to tower)," says Gompa' "By
using different types of interfaces for the
downlink and uplink, IJIE utilizes the op-

"LIE

uses

Generation Partnership Project, the group
responsible for standardizing and improving
UMTS) designates as their next step'"

timal way to do wireless connections both

Also known as E-UTRAN (Evolved
Universal Terrestrial Access Network), LIE is

According to the 3GPR LIE capabiiities
include the following:

the access part of the Evolved Packet System
(EPS). Initiated in 2004, the LIE project
focuses on enhancing the Universal Terres-

'
'

Education
Journal of lnlormation Communications Technology in Higher

ways, which makes a better optimized net-

work and better battery life on LIE devices'"

High-order modulation: Up to 64QAM
Scalable bandwidth uP to 20 MHz

.

Downlink peak data rates up to 300 Mbps with MIMO trans-

scale

LIE network in North America in 2010, and KDDI in lapan
will migrate to LlE, as weli. As a result,

mission (up to 4x4)

have announced they

.
.
.

LIE is poised to become the first truly global mobile smartphone
standard. Note: The frequency bands used vary from country
to country. North America uses 700/ 800 and 1700/ 1900 MHz;
Europe, 800, 1800, 2600 MHz; Asia, 1800 and 2600 MHz; Australia, 1800 MHz; and Brazrl, 450 MHz. The variation in frequency
bands from country to country translates ir-rto a requirement for
multi-band mobile devices, much as is the case with conten-rpo-

Uplink peak data rates up to 170 Mbps
Operation in both TDD and FDD modes
Increased spectral efficiency over Release 6 HSPA by two to

four times

.

Reduced latency: Up to 10 milliseconds (ms) round-trip times

between user equipment and the base statior-r, and to less than 100
ms transition times from inaclive to active.

rary

ce1l

phones.

LTE Origin

Smartphone Demand Driven by Apps

The world's first publicly available IIIE service was launched in

Contemporary computing and communications technoiogies are
developing at a rate nothing short of astounding. Untold thousands of people are developir-rg clever apps, many of which seem

Oslo and Stockholm in December 2009. Although LIE is the natural upgrade path for carriers lvith GSM/UMTS networks, CDMA
holdouts such as Verizon Wireless, who Iaunched the first large-

Glossary
3GPP: 3rd Generation Partnership Project
CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate

CDMA: Code Division Multiple Access
DAS: Distributed Antenna System
DSP:

Digital Signal Processing

EDGE: Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution

E-UTRAN: Evolved Universal Terrestrial Access Network
EPS: Evolved Packet System

Augmented reality allows us to point our smartphone at our
surroundings, and it will show an overlay indicating historic
landmarks, key sites, and businesses in the area as opposed to being
limited to one-off apps such as Goggle or the Layar browser.

IDC projects that total smartphone shipments will reach 659.8
million units in 2012,tp 33.5 percent from the 494.2 million units
shipped in 2011. Smartphone shipments are projected to grow at
a CAGR of 18.6 percent until 2016. "The worldwide smartphone
market is poised for continued double-digit growth in the years
ahead," says Ramon Llamas, senior research analyst with IDC's
Mobile Phone Technology and Tiends team. "Strong end-user
demand, broader and deeper selection of smartphones at mobile

FDD: Frequency Division Duplex

operators and smartphone vendors, and lower price points

GSM: Global System for Mobile Communications

drive shipments higher in the years to come."

HSPA: High-Speed Packet Access

Thke special note of the fact that the increased use of smartphones and bandwidth-intensive apps will translate into increased
load on campus communications infrastructure, perhaps requir-

LIE: Long Term Evolution
SAE: System Architecture Evolution

TDD: Time Division Duplex
UMTS: Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
UTRA: Universal Terrestrial Radio Access

cases, replacement.

VoLIE-IMS: Voice over LIE via IP Multimedia Subsystem

Conclusion

With the exponential rise of demand for smartphones, LIE
deployment has become critical in the marketplace. The power of
mobile computing devices that also happen to make phone calls
has advanced by leaps and bounds. Dual-core powerhouses that
come with sophisticated technologies built in. Examples include:
Point-and-shootcamera

Display resolutions that exceed the limits of the human eye's
ability to distinguish separate pixels

.

Near-field communications technology that enables payment by
phone by waving a phone in front of a payment kiosk in place of a
credit card

' Siri-type voice-activated intelligent assistant agents. For example, Siri tells a series of jokes to warm up the crowd at the 2012
World Developer Conference.

Spring 2013 ACUTA Journal oi lnformalion Communications Technology ln Higher Educalion

will

ing capital-intensive reconfigurations and upgrades.. Users of
multi-mode smartphones may opt to use free Wi-Fi rather than
expensive cellular voice and data airtime. Distributed antenna
systems (DASs) installed before 2010 variously will require splitter,
antenna, and head-end equipment reconfiguration and, in some

VoLGA: Voice over LIE via Generic Access

QAM: Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

.
.

.

According to the European Telecommunications Standards Institute's IPR-database for intellectual property rights, about 50 companies have filed patents covering the LIE standard. Whether you
are a private business, a college or university, or a local, state, or
federal government agency, communication is essential to success.
LIE next-generation technologies are transforming mission-critical
operations and strengthening critical core services with broadband
connections, rich-media applications, and collaborative devices.
James S. Cross, PhD, is retired lrom Longwood University. A lormer ACUTA
president, Jim still enjoys learning (and writing) about new technologies.
Reach him at jscross22@gmail.com.
Ray Horak is president ol The Context Corporation in Mount Vernon, Washington. He is the ACUTA Journal Editorial Review Board's network guru and
generally knows a lot about a lot of things. Check out his website at www.
contextcorporation.com.

The 10 Most Costly Pitfalls of DAS
Deployment and How to Avoid Them
Mike Altman

from start
to finish. Get recommendations from your
peers in the education industry, subjectmatter experts, or consultants. Selecting
a systems integrator that is product- or
equipment neutral will help ensure that you
get the best possible solution for your unique
requirements.

Approximately 99.B percent of all college
students use some kind of mobile device
or cell phone on campus, according to
a recent study by Ball State Institute for
Mobile Media Research. It's no surprise
then that campus environments-which
are among the most wired communities
in the country-are expected to provide
ubiquitous wireless coverage.

ence managing a DAS deployment

From increased stalf and employee
productivity to improved public safety,
distributed antenna systems (DASs) remdn a leading option to improve wireless
communications in a campus settingone of the most challenging and sophisticated user environments in which a DAS
can be deployed. For those without a solid
understanding ofthe technology, the road
to a successful DAS installation can be
fraught with perll.

ment

Some ofthese hazards are

olthe finan-

cial variety, and others are revealed

during

the decision-making process. The key to a
successlul and beneficial DAS deployment
is to recognize the most costly of these
pitfalls and know how to avoid them. Here

pitfalls as they relate
to a campus DAS installation.
is a look at the

top

10

Knowing what you have and what you need
ls paramount. Asking the right questions up
front will go a long way toward ensuring the
best possible solution. What is the justification for a DAS? Who needs coverage? What
considerations are driving the decisionmaking process? Are coverage and capacity
being sufliciently considered? Are future
expansions and improvements being taken
into account? Is the ultimate goal to achieve
higher call-completion rates? Faster data
throughput? Increased public safety?

Although these are al1 questions that
need to be answered in advance, this is by no
means an exhaustive list. It is essential that
you thoroughly navigate the landscape to
determine what's best for your campus.
8. Failing to engage the wireless carriers early
in the process

10. Not having the right representation

The importance of representation cant
be overstated. Ensuring that you have a

knowledgeable advocate in your corner
enable you to make sure your needs

will

are met.

When selecting an advocate, look for
that has experience working
with wireless service providers (WSPs),
that understands the different technology
options available, and that has experia company

9. Not conducting a wireless needs assess-

a DAS instaliation involved only a couple
of parties (the end user and the DAS provider, for example), there would undoubtediy
be more DASs in the world. However, it is
almost never that simple. There are multiple

If

participants in the process, and each has
different interests and concerns. One ofthe
most important players is the wireless carrier,

ACUTAJournaoflnformationCommunicationsTechnologyinHigherEducaton
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who can make suggestions to or approve
designs, recommend integrators andl or
vendors, and in some cases, provide funding. Remember, any enhanced DAS signal
that will affect a carrier's network requires
an approval or retransmission agreement,
so it's best to engage the wireless carrier on
the front end ofthe project.
7. Making unrealistic financial assumptions

A successful DAS deployment

(as any

other project) requires that you understand
the potential costs. From the design and
installation of the system to maintaining
it, a DAS deployment can quickly become
a costly proposition. Understanding those
costs up front will enable you to determine
if it makes flscal sense to move forward
and, if so, help you identify the best way to
fund the project.
Many colleges and universities have the
misconception that wireless carrier funding is ideal since it will not hit the college's
bottom line. The truth is, carrier funding
is not a guarantee, nor is it necessarily
the best option. Carriers have their own
criteria for determining whether it makes
financial sense for them to provide capital
for a system. Colleges and universities must
consider all the financial solutions available
to them.
There are several methods by which
a DAS can be financed, including self-

funding, carrier funding, hybrid funding
(both carrier and end user), and third-party
funding. Each method has its own benefits,
and adequate consideration should be given
to each.
6. Underestimating space and infrastructure
requirements
The carrier equipment that provides the
RF signal necessary for wireless coverage
needs a fair amount of space and requires
basic infrastructure-such as an ample
power supply, an HVAC system for cooling, T-l for 2G and 3G cellular networks,

26

and SONET or Ethernet for 4G cellular
network connectivity-in order to work
properly. Intermediate hubs and related
gear also consume considerable space.

In

addition, fiber is needed between buildings
and back to the RF source. In such cases, it
is important to know if there are pathways
between the affected buildings and if there
is a means to pull fiber in those pathways if
needed.

prove public safety and first-response radio
systems. It is very important to understand
if your new DAS supports public-safety
radio systems and whether the system will
coexist without interfering with other radio
systems on campus.

In addition, virtually all college students
kind of mobile device or cell
phone on campus. While outdoor caller louse some

outlay often comes the expectation that the
system will provide worry-free service for
years to come. Unfortunately, due to ever-

cation accuracy is generally not a problem
for first responders, a DAS distorts indoor
caller location accvracy and outdoor accuracy when GPS is not available. This is
particularly troublesome given that the vast
majority of E91 I calls are made indoors.
There are cost-effective solutions that have
been shown to dramatically improve caller
location accuracy on campuses and other
venues that tend to utilize DASs. When
considering a DAS, be sure to discuss with
the carrier representatives the impact of the
DAS on the ability to locate E91l callers.
When putting together an RFP, make sure
it has a clause that requires the WSPs to
maintain the integrity of E9l I caller ac-

changing technology, virtually every DAS

curacy.

Architectural and aesthetic concerns
should also be given consideration, par-

ticularly ifyour institution has a planning
or design policy in place. While most
equipment will be located indoors, some
antennas and RF gear may be installed on
external structures.
5. Underestimating maintenance costs or
failing to develop a maintenance protocol
As noted, DAS deployments require a
substantial financial investment. With that

will need to be maintained.
Ideally, a DAS installation should be 100
percent reliable, all of the time. Realistically,
however, any system with active components will likely experience some downtime. When a system does go down, it can
be costly in time, money, and convenience
for faculty, students, and staff and could
pose a serious safety issue.
Before you begin, you should know who

will respond to service calls, how quickly
they will arrive, and how much you should
expect to spend. Determine who will own
the maintenance commitment and what
will and will not be included.
4. Failing to understand public-safety radio
requirements
DAS systems are typically thought to be
enhancers of cellular and Wi-Fi systems.

But in many cases, a DAS is used to im-
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3. Failing to verify the technologies and
lrequencies supported by the DAS
Before beginning the installation process,
work with the wireless carriers to determine which frequencies, if any, will need to
be enhanced now and in the future.
Some additional questions to consider
are: Is

Wi-Fi required? Will coverage be

available on campus radios? On what
frequencies do local public-safety officials
operate?

2. Underestimating the time and resources
needed to deploy a DAS

A DAS deployment is not an overnight
project. In fact, the entire process could
take upwards of 18 months, depending on
the scope. Planning for that and determining who the ringleader will be is critical to
success. This person will help determine

Iul,{-1"-[ol,t
Gigabit Ethernet
Connectivity

lr..hich stakeholders n,ill have a seirt at the
plarrning tab1e. Thls group coulcl include
representation front fircilities rnanilgement,
lnfbrrnation technologr., securitr: lega1,
procurentent, building and operatlons

Irong lead-time?

management, public safet1,, finance, ancl

Gostly deployment?
Expensive leased lines?

communications. It cou1c1 also irclude an
outside entitl, that acts on behalf of the uni
versitv throughout tl-re process, ultir-natelr.
taking the burclen o1r ir-rtenral resoLlrces.
Externallr,, there ai-e just as manv relationships to manage. These can ir-rclude the
svstems integrator, subcontractor-s, tr,ireless
carriers, publlc strf-et,v stakeholclers, and
post cleplovment managed services.

I(ceping opcn Iirr..r ol cr)mntLrniciltion

ith el'er)' partv inr.olved u,ill be the diller
ence bett een a painless installation iir-rd a
n

long, costlv project.
1. Having a vague post-installation validation
plan

The absence of a cletrrlv dehned plan to
veritv that the nen, system meets all of ,vor-rr
requirements is the 1ina1 hazarcl on the road
to a successful DAS cleplor.rnent. A poorly
perlbrming or incomplete systerrL obviously
r,r'ill not meet the rvireless cor.erage needs

ofthe college stafl, students, irnd visitors,
resulting in a great deal of lrustration tbr
evervone irnd u,astlng resources including
time ancl mone),.
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As r'vith n-rost other big-ticket ventures,
doing a lot of adr.ar-rce planr-ring trt bring a
DAS to \.our campus, consulting t ith peers
rvho have been through successfiLl implementations, and knon ing rvhere the pltfalls
are u.ill help ensure jvour success.
Mike Altman is director of business development
{or Cellular Specialties, lnc. He has been working
within the in-building segment ol the w reless
industry for 12 years. leading teams nvolved in
the turnkey deployment of approximately 1,000
in-building systems.
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DAS on Campus: Solutions for Wireless Service

John Spindler

Every student, faculty, and staff member at a
university carries a mobile phone or tablet, and
every user expects that device to work in all
places. This is a challer.rge for university

IT de-

partments, particularly as tablet computers and
smartphones are also being used by a majority
of students and faculty in and out of the class
room. lJsers rnay have trouble getting a wireless
signal inside dorms or other campus buildings,
and hundreds or thousands ofsimultaneous users wanting to use data-intensive applications at
the same time may strain the t-retwork's capacity'
While a distrlbuted antenna system, or DAS, is
not the only solution to the challenges of providing adequate mobile service on campus, it is
an important option to consider.
DAS 101
a system of antennas that propagate a
wireless signal throughout a campus. The signal

A DAS is

comes initially from a service providert base

station (typically multiple service providers
provide base stations for a DAS), and the signal
is routed through a system of electronic hubs
and cables to reach the signal amplifiers and
antennas.

A DAS addresses two distinct challer.rges:

providing adequate signal coverage in al1 areas
of campus, including indoor spaces; and providing adequate network capacity to support hundreds or thousands of users wanting to access
the network simultaneously for voice and data
applications.

Coverage-the ability to get your service
provider's signal on a mobile device-is compromised on many campuses because dense
building layouts can block signals from nearbv
celiular towers. In addition, the stone, brick, and
concrete construction of most college buildings
can attenuate cellular signals coming in from
the outside, and belowground areas ofcampus

often have no coverage at all. Even newer campus buildings can block cellular service because

they use 1ow-e glass and other energy effrcient
construction mal.erials that block and reflect the
signals.

The capacity challenge has to do with the number of users on the network and the applications

they are using. With students using smartphones
and tablets to download or upload videos, share
fi1es, access streaming-music sites, and perform
other data-intensive applications, the network
can run out of capacity. In this case, calls may be
dropped, the network will run slow, or users who
show "four bars" of signal strength on their phones
will be unable to get on the network at all.
The solution to these issues may be to deploy
a DAS. A DAS is one part of the movement to
smaller cells by service providers who need to
boost network capacity. Newer services such as

LIE

are promisirrg much more network capacity,

and building more cel1 towers may not always be
the best way to deliver that capacity. By deploying

local DAS solutions, service providers can bring
the mobile signal closer to users. Service providers
have already deployed DAS products in many airports and municipal stadiums. Now colleges and
universities are looking at the same tlpes of system
as a solution to their mobile services challenges.

A DAS is an extension of the mobile network,
taking a signal from a mobile base station (owned
by a wireless service provider) and distributing
it through a series of small antennas located in
building ceilings, on light poles, or on the wa1ls
or roofs of buildings. Bringing the mobile signal
closer to end users delivers better coverage,
making it possible to use voice and data services
everywhere on campus. A DAS also addresses the
capacity issue because each antenna simulcasts
all the network aggregate capacity, so as not to tie
sma1l amounts of capacity at each antenna like a
hotspot.

Practically speaking, a DAS requires
space in equipment and

wiring rooms

for host units, as well as fiber and coaxial
cabiing to link the host units with the
antennas. Universities familiar with Wi-Fi
network deployment wiil find deploying
a DAS to be a similar undertaking, except
that the licensed signal for the DAS must
come from an outside service provider such
as AT&T or Verizon.

In the era of "bring your own device"
(BYOD), universities must be prepared to
support mobile services from all major providers in their area. While some campuses
try to dictate which devices can be used,
end users find ways to skirt these policies.

.

begin starts with the people using wireless
in and around your property-the faculty,
staff, and students. In order to understand
what's important to them and to prioritize
service areas, consider sending a cellular
usage survey to students, faculty, and staff.
It might include the following questions:

To offer greater online-learning oppor-

tunities

.

To olTer wireless access as a student

amenity

.

To use as a recruitment tool for students

and events on campus

When you begin to consider wirecommunications access, it may be
overwhelming to know where to begin.
Equipment and solution integrators offer
experience and insight into the technology
and its implementatlon and can provide
technical performance surveys of the
campus. The wireless service provider is
clearly a major stakeholder in bringing the
RF to your campus, but knowing where to
less

.
.

Which service provider do you

.
.

Where do you use the device most?

.

What data applications do you use the

use?

What tlpe of device(s) do you have
(smartphone/tablet/phone) ?

Which service do you use the most
(voice/texti data)

Depending on its size, a DAS can cost

from tens of thousands up to millions of
dollars. There are three basic ownership

MiCTA

models, but all require carrier approval: the

515 N. Washington Ave.
Suite 405

university, one or more service providers,
or a "neutral host" who agrees to build and
operate the DAS in exchange for a share in

Saglnaw, IV.[l486A7
Toll Free: 888.9 64.2227

the service revenues from service providers or who will recover the investment by

wwYv.mictatech.org

leasing the network back to the service
provider. Using a neutral host is often a

popular option, because the neutral-host
provider manages the relationships with
service providers and takes responsibility
for getting the system deployed. Ifthe university funds the DAS, the funding usually
comes out of the IT or security budgets,
and it may be recovered through technoiogy fees assessed to students as part oftheir
residence fees.

With this general overview in mind, lett
look at the key steps to be taken in specify-

I
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ing and acquiring a DAS.

l.

Understandthe application

The lirst step is to accurately characterize
the DAS application. What is your specific
problem? Why do you need the DAS? Some
possible answers include the following:

.

To improve safety and security infrastructure

.

To improve interactive classrooms

M;CTA
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.
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DAS Deployment lssues

Deploying a DAS can be a complex
business, and several issues can affect its
cost-effectiveness and time to install. This

of existing building plans and consultation
with the facilities maintenance department

interface between the DAS and carrier and

section lists issues and solutions actually
experienced on college campuses.

working around or through them.

public-safety signals). Campus representatives should involve service providers as
early as possible in the planning process so
this complex situation can be worked out in

.

.

advance.

Wireless propagation can be complex,
and building plans dont always reflect the
nature of the RF environment. For example,
the upper floors of a multistory building
may "see" macro network signals from a

variety of sources, so it will be important
to establish a dominant signal indoors to
keep users'mobile devices from hunting
from one source to another. A room that
looks uncomplicated may bounce wireless signals around due to filing cabinets
and other furniture. In addition, unique

building features will affect signal coverage and propagation, such as long hallways

with offices on both sides, or banks of metal
lockers. Even large wooden benches, which
may absorb signals, can be a factor.
The solution to these variables is to do a
thorough site survey with wireless analyzers before finalizing the deployment plan. A
good site survey will help establish precise
locations for distributed antennas so that
they have the greatest impact in complex
RF environments.

. Building construction materials and
existing cable infrastructure can pose
problems when deploying DAS cabling
and antennas. Thick concrete, steel beams,
and other architectural features can make a
DAS harder to deploy. A thorough review
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will help reveal potential trouble

areas so

that additional time can be budgeted for
Special requirements can throw off

work schedules by demanding additional
work. For example, older buildings may
have asbestos abatement needs or historic
property considerations, which may extend
deployment time or limit available placement locations of equipment and cabling.
High ceilings will require scissor-lift equipment, for example, and historic buildings
may have lath and plaster walls instead of
sheetrock, so they may require additional
labor or expertise during deployment, or
they may require special measures to be
taken to blend a wireless solution in with
historic decor.
Again, the facilities maintenance department can be a good source of information about ceiling and wall tlpes because
they ve encountered them while installing
or maintaining HVAC ductwork. This
department also should be able to provide

information about whatt above ceilings.

. There will be multiple mobile service
providers involved in a campus deployment. Some may have cell sites on campus,
and others may have sites near the campus. During DAS installation, it will be
necessary to determine how to aggregate

service-provider base-station capacity to
deliver it to a DAS headend (the point of

Spring ZOtS ACUTA Journat of lnlormation Communications Technotogy in Higher
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. It can take several hundred square feet
to house the necessary base stations and
DAS headends, and this space may not
be readily available on campus. The space
must also provide access to the on-campus
fiber network so the DAS signals can be
distributed. By using a DAS that allows
long-reach fiber runs, campuses can get
more flexibility in where the DAS headend
is located. In some campuses, the DAS
headend is even located off campus at a
service provider's Iocation.
. Mobile operators often want to secure
their base stations so only they can access
them. This involves building cages around
individual providers' equipment.
. Tight deployment schedules during
summer months can be disrupted if all of
the service provider and DAS equipment
hasn t been shipped to the campus by the
time it's needed. The campus should identify priority areas for first deployments so
that if the entire deployment can't be completed within the allotted time, at least the
most important locations will be deployed.
.

Fiber assets must be available to every

building where the DAS will be deployed.
Otherwise, the campus will have to pay to
trench new fiber to make the needed links.

.

Where on campus have you had service

problems?

system so the system designers have the
greatest flexibility in deploying a solution.

.

.

How would you rate service in various

(Jse of

areas of campus (list areas such as dorms,

existing fiber. The DAS should
make use of the campus's existing fiber

student union, stadium, classrooms, out-

plant to minimize costs.

door areas, library, etc.)?

.

The survey should provide good information about priorities for areas to cover
and services to support. You should be able

to teIl potential solution providers where
you need service, which providers' services
are needed, the size

ofpopulation to be

served in a given area, and special deploy-

ment considerations (i.e., historic buildings
and special needs, such as clean tents, high-

lift equipment, and more).

2.

Engage service providers and investigate solutions
Once you understand your basic needs, you
should reach out to all of the major mobile
operators serving your campus area and
solicit their help in identifuing potential solutions. Service providers can recommend

solutions and vendors who supply them.

4.

.

Digital transport between the base station and the DAS host unit. Using digital
transport between the DAS host unit and

After choosing

the base station allows for the service
provider's base station to be located off

the deployment and need only to have the
system electronics installed by an outside
party. Campus technical teams will be familiar with the ceilings and raceways where
cabling must be installed, and may want to
handle the DAS cabling installation them-

campus, so the university doesnt have to
provide space, power, and cooling for it.
Service providers may prefer to locate their
base stations

in nearby central offices.

.

Cascading expansion hubs and remote
antenna units. By allowing hubs to control

other hubs, this architecture allows for far
greater scalability in campuses with large
DAS installations.

them and not all may be suitable for your
environment. Depending on your needs,
the following attributes may be useful:

.

3.

Multiprovider capability. The DAS

design of the DAS, the deployment process,
cellular services provided over the DAS,
company history, and references. Service
providers or DAS vendors should be able
to give you a sample RFP you can use as a

LJse of optical multiplexing. Some DAS
products can incorporate optical multiplexing to reduce the amount offiber needed. If
fiber is scarce on your campus, you should
investigate this feature.

As for the vendor providing the solution, you should choose one that has a lot
ofexperience deploying DAS products on
college campuses and working with the
service providers in your area.

There are several DAS products on the
market, but there are key differences between

The RFP should request detailed information about the tlpe of DAS to be used,
its performance, its warranty, the overail

Issue an RFP

should be able to carry signals from multiple service providers simultaneously. This

Once you have a basic understanding of
DASs and the problems you are trying to

simplifies installation because only one set
ofantennas and electronics is needed.

solve, bridging the gap between problem

.

Unified 2G,3G, and 4G services support. The DAS should be able to handle any
of the mobile services used on campus.

you select the right technology for your
property? How do you select the right
partner?

. High-power/low-powerantennas.
High-power antennas are used in stadiums
and in outdoor areas, while low-power antennas are used inside buildings. Ifpossible,
the solution should include both types of
antennas with a common hub-management

At this stage, it is common to distribute
for proposal (RFP) to find the
right partner to deliver a solution consistent with your organization's communication goals. RFPs provide a comprehensive

and resolution can be a challenge. How do

a request

template.

Manage the deployment

a DAS vendor, it's time to
negotiate the actual deployment. Some col-

lege staffs can handle the cabling aspect

selves. Other campuses want a

of

turnkey

deployment that includes everything.

Itt wise to plan the deployment for a
time when it will be the least disruptive
to the campus, say during summer break.
If the DAS is being deployed for a major
event such as a football game, make sure it
can be deployed, tested, and commissioned
in time for the big day.
After deployment, either the university,
the service providers, or the neutral host
manages and maintains the system.
With colleges and universities seeing a
proliferation of mobile devices, the challenges ofwireless coverage and capacity

loom large. Properly assessed, specified,
and deployed, a DAS is an increasingly
popular way to address these challenges
and provide clear and consistent mobile
service throughout the campus community.
John Spindler is director, product management, at
TE Connectivity's Wireless Group. Reach him at
john.spindler@te.com.

and objective manner to audit the market
and select the partner best for you.
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Decision Criteria for Selecting a Wireless
lntrusion Prevention System
John Girard

Wireless LAN intrusion prevention systems detect, monitor' diagnose, and
defend against unauthorized access attempts, interference, and attacks. This research offers advice about the critical questions to ask when selecting products.

Key Findings

.

Wireless intrusion prevention systems (WIPSs) enable important security features that
should be evaluated and prioritized by WLAN buyers. If WIPS is acquired as part of
the WLAN infrastructure, security features should be a highly weighted evaluation

criterion.

.

Radio frequency monitoring of wireless LANs (WLANs) is necessary to manage their
performance and capacity, determining the root cause of problems reported by users,
and sensing/defending against intrusions and interference.

Recommendations

.

The pervasiveness of WLANs means that companies must invest in IPS, especially if
there is a "no wireless" policy, meaning that all wireless communications should be
detected and blocked.

.

RFPs for WIPS should require evidence that the vendor has engaged external security

evaluations or obtained product security certification appropriate to the buyer's business process.

.

WIPS buyers should plan to monitor growth and IPS requirements of other forms of
wireless communications beyond Wi-Fi, particularly cellular data services, such as 3G
and 4G/LTE deployed via femtocells.

Analysis

.

Wi

technologies are barred from operation

Fi is a standard extension of corporate

networks. Enterprises need WLAN IPS
tools to ensure that vulnerability management and intrusion prevention processes
are extended to cover wireless extensions to
wired networks. WLAN IPS also plays an
important role to ensure that:

. Supported WLAN performance is not
impeded by interference or denial of ser-

:"'*::'Jffi:l
.

o.r, private and

Users are prevented

unauthorized WLANs
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secure

from installing

Unsupported/unauthorizedWLAN

WIPSs can operate at Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Layer 2 (data linklayer)

or Layer 3 (network layer), with the latter
most common. They can:

. Detect the presence of rogue or misconfigured devices, and deny access to
protected segments of enterprise networks
. Route noncompliant wireless device
connections to guest networks, Internet
portals or quarantines.
. Scan radio frequencies within and near
the wireless networking bands for inter-

ference and unauthorized tra1fic. Ideally,
the IPS will have a road map for emerging

Figure

l

IPS Access

Control Matrix

wireless networks such as 4G/LTE femtocells or small

ce11s,

which will have a future

impact.

Authorized
Clients

. Help organizations enforce WLAN
security configuration and access policies.
. Perform real-time trafic analysis for
performance optimization.
.

Unauthorized

Verify the health of devices, as well as
validate wireless authorization certifi cates
used in some Extensible Authentication
Protocol (EAP) types.

APs

. Coordinate with wired network access
control (NAC) or intrusion detection and
management systems.

.
as

Mediate attacks such as Dos-executed
radio frequency (RF) interference-and

the appearance ofrogue devices using automated approaches, as well as by notifying

administrative personnel to take action.

.

Generate network health and compliance reports, and provide historical data for
event analysis and predictive modeling.
There is a lot in common between

wired and WLAN intrusion detection and
prevention solutions. Both evaluate devices
requesting network connections, taking
actions to deny, reroute and remediate
out- of-compliance requests. However,
WIPSs do not eliminate the need for wired

Wired and wireless
IPSs work from different event and activity
baselines. However, coordination is important because users can have multiple wired
IPSs, and vice versa.

and wireless devices and access paths, all
of which need to be accounted for in a user
prolile. No vendor yet provides a solution
that integrates wired and wireless IPSs.

With the emergence of

a converged access

layer, however, the market is slowly moving in this direction. Vendors increasingly
offer both solutions, and buyers need to

understand where they can take advantage
of inherent coordination of IPS functions

with enterprise wireless networks. There are
several different combinations possible for

Role of WIPSs

The essence of a WIPS is to ensure that
only authorized devices (access point [AP]
and wireless clients) participate in an enterprise wireless network. In this case, the role
of the IPS is to ensure that only properly
conligured and authenticated APs and
clients are allowed to connect to enterprise
networks. In the Wi-Fi market, the use of
strong EAP t)?es, particularly EAP-TLS in
WPA2 Enterprise mode, makes forced en-

try to properly configured APs impractical.
However, misconfigured enterprise APs or

client devices, as well as user-installed unmanaged APs, can cause havoc. The WIPS

will monitor for evidence of enterprise
data packets passing through unauthorized devices in the airspace, and attemPt to
block transmissions. Combined with wired

NAC, the IPS can shut down wired network
services that are associated with offending
APs and clients, as well as rule out false
alarms caused by neighbor systems.
WIPS lunctions can be summarized in
terms of three types of devices that interact

clients and AP communication, as shown
in Figure 1, and the job of the WIPS is to
ensure authorized clients associate with
authorized APs. The WIPS must also take

appropriate action on unauthorized devices, by blocking the port of the Ethernet
switch where rogue APs may be connected,

for example:

. Authorized APs and Clients: These are
the legitimate/authorized devices oPerating on the enterprise WLAN. Authorized
clients are configured with the credentials
to connect only to authorized APs.

.

Unauthorized APs and Ciients: Known
as rogue devices, they are deployed without
the knowledge of the IT dePartment,
disrupting the performance of the RF environment, and possibly exposing networks
without proper authentication. An AP deployed by an employee or guest without the
knowledge of the IT department is not the
only rogue device on the WLAN. A rogue
device can also be a WLAN client device

ng
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(laptop, tablet, smartphone, printer, and so
on) working in wireless AP/bridge mode,
and any wireless devices or tools (other
than AP) that are not deployed for regular
work, but wind up causing interference in
the RF environment. Rogue devices can
grant network access to unauthorized users and also degrade the performance of a
WLAN by launching attacks or stealing the
shared media. However, it is very important
to distinguish between rogue and neighboring wireless infrastructure devices.

.

Neighborhood APs and Clients: These

devices belong to other companies or

individuals in nearby proximity. Some
signals from neighboring APs and clients
may propagate to your environment, or
neighboring clients may try to access your
enterpriset authorized APs, often by accident. WIPS requires registration of valid
neighboring APs, which prevents them
from being considered as rogue devices.
Questions to Ask When Evaluating WlPs
These questions should be used as the

framework for an RFP.

l. Which WIPS Architecture

Is Best for My

Company?

WIPS systems use APs as sensors to listen
to and analyze traiic. Vendors offer three
configurations: infrastructure, hybrid, and
overlay:

.

Most buyers with compliance-driven
security requirements will be satisfied with
an infrastructure solution.

.

Enterprises with high levels of security requirements including government, PCI companies and those with "no
wireless" policies
- will likely require an
overlay solution.

.

Environments between those extremes
will find a hybrid solution is likely to
provide the best balance between cost and
security.

On the other hand, even organizations
with the lowest security needs may not

want to invest more in an infrastructure
vendor's incumbent solution, or they may
have specialized needs, and should consider
the overlay solution. Specifryour preference, but ask vendors to explain the pros
and cons of their architectures in your

Difficulty or

of installation

Quality of support

Administrator and help desk feedback
Missing features
False positives and false negatives

context:

.

ease

Ongoing management experiences

Infrastructure solutions, available from

all mainstream vendors, combine produc-

Detailed RFP Questions

tion and sensing activities in common APs.
The aggressiveness of the WIPS function
is reduced because APs are placed for
production use, rather than optimal listen-

. What is the size and viability of the
existing customer base? How many deployments ofyour size or larger has the vendor
completed, (that is, the number of monitoring sensors, locations, and so on)?

ing. APs must spread resources between
client traffic and WIPS operations by using
"time slicing." Higher-end APs may have

multiple radios that reduce time-slicing
effects. Infrastructure solutions are offered

by all mainstream wireless vendors, and are
the least expensive in terms of installation,

training and complexity.

. Hybrid solutions dedicate some of the
vendor's APs to the sensor role, rather than
relying solely on sharing the load with production APs. The vendor can thus improve
detection and monitoring efficiencies. The
mainstream wireless infrastructure vendors
increasingly prefer this approach to move
their product road maps forward.

.

Overlay solutions provide the most

aggressive approach to security by means

of dedicated monitoring sensors (specialized APs) that operate separately from

.

What security certifications have been

awarded for the product?

. What are the security mechanisms used
to validate access points and sensors to the
console, and to encrlpt data streams?

.

What tests are made against a client's
to determine system identity
and health? Can a noncompliant client
access request

system be remediated?

.

Do you provide noncompany device
connection management, including guest
network support, for devices such as visitor,
contractor and employee bring your own
device (BYOD)?

. How is the system scaled across multiple buildings and separate locations? How
much traffic do sensors add to the wired

production APs. Sensors may be placed
in locations and in sufficient numbers for

network? Will remote sensors report back
to a central site via the Internet, through
network-address translation (NAT) and

optimum surveillance. Overlay solutions

firewalls?

are often supplied by a second vendor

. What is the recommended size of installation, ratio and placement of sensor APs,

operating independently from the default
wireless infrastructure, and may offer the
most competitive features for detection and
analysis.

and fully expanded cost calculations, standardized to cost per square foot or meter.

It is important to ask relerence companies

. How are product updates distributed
and installed? How often is the svstem
updated?

not only why they like the IPS they bought,
but also what they didnt like about other
products. Ask questions dealing with:

. Beyond basic Wi-Fi, how many channels and frequencies can be monitored?
What is the cycle time needed for sensors

Questions for Reference Accounts

to work through all of them?
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.

Do you have a plan to monitor use

of femtocells in the enterprise and other
emerging signals? Will the WIPS be

up database for tactical-response suggestions to common security events?

field-upgradable for new signal types and

. Do you provide traffic analysis to help
optimize wireless network operations, reli-

spectra?

ability and performance?

.

Can you leverage othervendors'APs as

sensors?

.

Do you provide a preconfigured policy
engine with example and recommended
templates for IPS detections, actions and
countermeasures?

.

Do you automatically apply countermeasures for known attacks?

. How do you detect suspicious behavior, and at what point do you take action?
Explain how you deal with false positives.
.

.

What functionality is integrated into

the base-level product versus additional

Do you provide an administrator look-

licenses?

.

How do WIPS signatures get updated

with new attack vectors?

. Do you integrate/interoperate with
wired NAC systems?
.

Do you integrate with client-side directory systems to validate access requests?

.

Can you pinpoint the Iocation ofattacks

and suspected vulnerabilities on a building
map diagram?

. Does the system generate audit logs
for maintaining records of AP configurations, usage patterns and all user activities/
actions with respect to the system? How
long is data stored? How is it backed up
and purged? Are historical analysis reports
provided?
. What audit and compliance features do
you provide for dealing with PCI and U.S.
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) scenarios (as applicable)?
Thanks to Gartner for allowing us to include this
article, which was originally published by Gartner
in January 2013. For more iniormation about Gan-

ner, contact Claudia Stengel at claudia.stengel@
gartner.c0m.
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201 1 -201 2 I nstitutional Excel lence Award

Wagner College
SIP Solution with Fixed Mobile Convergence

In the Spring of2011,
Wagner started looking
for ways to upgrade our
aging PBX to a system

that was flexible, reliable, and feature rich.
We were faced

Wagner's delegation accepted the Institutional Excellence Award at the Awards Luncheon at the 2012

Annual Conference. Pictured, left to right: ACUTA
President loe Harrington, Paul Liu, Frank Cafasso,
Anthony Spina, Larry Foster (Windstream, sponsor
of the award), Dilawar Grewal, and Matt Arthur,
chair of the ACUTA Awards Committee.

with

a

deteriorating PBX, escalating maintenance costs,
and a dwindling amount
ofsupport for such an
antiquated product. Our
dialing and online and
voicemail directories were
not synchronized, further complicating the
process. We knew we needed to move to a
VolP-based solution, but the current data
infrastructure would not support VoIP and
PoE to the desktop.

In late Summer 2011, Wagner partnered
with Postrack Technologies and Phybridge
to create an innovative solution that did not
require any major upfront expenditure and
still provided us with a flexible and reliable
phone system. Leveraging Phybridge's
unique UniPhyer technology, we were able
to deploy a fully featured VoIP phone system-without upgrades to the infrastructure. The UniPhyers solved our issue of
delivering power and data to the phones by

utilizing the existing phone cabling while
keeping voice and data traffic separated.
The solution also provided a global address
list that unified our dialing and online and

voicemail directories by integrating with
our LDAP server.
Further, as we look toward the future,

Thanks to Windstream for
sponsoring this award.

we are not bound to any specific hardware, so we always have the opportunity
to upgrade to the latest and greatest. All of

as lease agreements replaced maintenance

agreements.
Planning

Among the major hurdles we encountered
when planning our own VoIP implementation were the limitations of our data
network in relation to providing power
to the new phones. There were very few
PoE-capable switches scattered throughout
the campus, and a major refresh was still a
couple ofyears out. The capital expenditure
for an early upgrade was more than we

could handle. Coupled with the fact that
our support staffwas overwhelmed with
the frequency and magnitude of PBX issues, the time to act was immediate.
Purchasing a new PBX would be a large
expenditure as well, and meant that the
support staffwould need to learn how to
install, administer, and deploy an entirely
new system in a short amount of time. Our
directories being out of sync was a major
deciding factor as weil. We could not move
forward having to maintain 3 separate databases for 3 different products. We needed
unification, and we needed a turnkey solution that required little or no downtime for
such a critical service.

Planning for this project was done by a
senior technology team, consisting of the
CIO, project manager, network director,
client services director, and the telecommunications staff. The team worked closely

with Postrack to define the key objectives
and goals both for the project and the
institution. Several team members visited
the Postrack facilities to see the technology
at work. They inquired about redundancy,
network design, and MPLS failover capabil-

the funding for this project was internal,
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.

Given the environment of rapid change

in communications technology, we did
not want to be "married" to a particular
vendor or technology because of hardware
purchases.

Leasing endpoint hardware and outsourcing the management of a physical
PBX allows us to focus on quality while
other companies focus on running and
maintaining services in times of limited
personnel resources. Additionally, the
hardware we have leased is open-standards
based, allowing us to switch easily between

hosted vendors if necessary to improve
functionality. This places the pressure on
the provider to deliver cost-effective
upgrades as new technologies emerge.

. We had a specific focus on voice services
and did not want this project scope to expand into a refresh of our data network.
test our existing infrastructure and ensure
viability and reliability in our current envi-

ronment.
Once tested, the CIO presented the
solution to Senior Staff, including the
President. Key advantages communicated
included the following:

1.

The flexibility to change technologies as
the industry changes since we are not heavily invested into hardware

2.

Using SIP to expand the scope of services to the students, as well as advancing
business processes, and

3.

Most important, the solution provides
path forward into planning for a cohesive
communications solution as smartphones
a

and tablets become an integral part of our
data world.

The CIO and CFO worked closely on
lease agreements. The implementation plan
was carefully crafted to maximize efficiency

with limited support staff: Student technicians were tasked with delivering and setting up phones, letting senior support staff
concentrate on the bigger picture. Com-
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municating the transition to the campus
was critical. Advertising the who, what, and
when ofthe project, leaving no room for
confusion, was a must.

The Phybridge solution lets us integrate
voice and data for our end users without

Effort

investing heavily in our data network.
PosTrack's FMC solution also allows us to
leverage the wireless environment in making student accessibility to resources more
seamless than before.

The project addressed some key concerns:

. While outsourcing certain responsibilities

Promotion of Technology and Maturity of

.

(maintenance of voice system hardware)

Students dont particularly care for differences between data and voice technolo-

was desired, we needed to be able to re-

gies and/or devices; they are focused on the

spond directly to the needs of the campus.

functionality and devices that are relevant
to them.
The solution provides phones in dorm
hallways for emergency purposes and a
migration path to enable Skype-like con-

nectivity with the campus via mobile apps.

.

Smartphones, tablets, and mobility had
to be addressed ubiquitously.

Support for these devices and fixedmobile convergence is included in the
solution out-of-the box for each user at no
additional cost. The campus is piloting this
technology with select users to determine
how it will fit into our business processes.
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In this environment we have complete
control over provisioning, MACs, and
management of our own cable plant. We
are able to utilize our current expertise in
telecommunications and networks, rather
than having to hire someone else. This solution enabled us to bring in new technologies without overly disrupting how people
are accustomed to conducting their daily
business.

. We wanted to extend the reach of our
communications environment.
Using SIP services we have been able to
expand hours and accessibility and are able
to drive forth the Wagner identity by in-

creased availability through our

four-digit

dialing.
Quality Performance and Metrics

In order to measure and manage the solution, we are collaborating with the vendors
to create a monitoring environment that
will track service uptime and voice quality

. The cost for PosTrack hosted services,
including mobility, FMC, unified messaging for each user, DIDs, and unlimited long
distance was roughly equal to our monthly
costs for PRIs and long distance.

.

Since the lease agreement amounts are

measures. Given that we were the first

very similar to our previous maintenance
agreement amounts, and we did not have
to spend the upfront major capital costs,
return-on-investment benefits really start

campus to use a PosTrack/Phybridge solu-

from day one.

using both quantitative and qualitative

tion, monitoring of network performance
in this new environment relies on several
data sources, from vendor-provided data
to direct testing and evaluation by our
team to user interviews. We did encounter
a significant quality concern early on in
the project. Despite testing by PosTrack,
Phybridge, and on-site testing by our staff
the range (feet of cable) of the Phybridge
solution proved to be lower than expected.
While IP connectivity was not a problem,
deterioration of power quality caused
some strange performance issues beyond
900 cable feet. We are solving this issue by
creating secondary locations to house Phybridge equipment that reduces the length of
cable runs to the endpoint. Given this, and
the fact that the new voice system has been
installed for only a few weeks at the time of
this application, specific metric data is not
yet available.
Cost-benefit and Risk Analysis

. Our evaluation of a traditional VoIP
deployment suggested that we would need
at least $750,000 to procure a voice system
and upgrade our LAN to deliver VoIP to
the desktop. The capital outlay for this
solution was less than $30,000, including
the necessary modiflcations to our telecom
cable plant.

. We have offloaded the risk and cost associated with obsolescence. AIl upgrades
are included in the voice solution, and if
new technologies are not delivered, we can
procure them ourselves and integrate with
or replace the hosted solution.
Customer Satisfaction

At the time of submitting this proposal, we

For users who are piloting mobility
solutions and soft-clients on laptops and
tablets, initial results look very promising.
The staffusing the solutions report feeling
much more connected when they are out of
the office, but also have a sense of privacy
since they are using their campus DID.

It is highly recommended that in an
installation of this sort, the IT department
provide'theat sheets" on how to work the
phone features analogous to the old phones
and the way people were accustomed to
using those features to conduct daily business. Also, publicizing a one-on-one training schedule for the campus really helps
develop customer comfort and satisfaction.
It is also highly recommended that the first
group to be trained on the new system be
the departmental secretaries.
It is worth noting that the unexpected
with respect to range ofthe Phybridge

have only had a few weeks to gather this

issue

information with students back on camPus.

devices created a substantial strain on the
staffwho would have been tasked with

For basic telephony users, the change has
been fairly seamless as our initial deployment is focused on getting basic features
up and running while we evaluate our new
technology options. As can be expected,
the change from a legacy solution to a sip-

environment had some impact on procedures and business processes for staf using
more advanced telephony capabilities, and
staff are still adjusting and learning those
changes. We have seen several individuals
move from an initial state of confusion to
excitement as they learn about the new capabilities that replace some of the familiar
features and processes. We believe that will
be the trend as users continue to become
familiar with the new technology and we
introduce new features.

meeting with campus end users to provide
customization and training on the new
solution, which caused some poor firstimpressions of the system. In order to correct this issue, PosTrack staff created and
delivered an end-user training program
that matched our specific deployment, and
provided direct support to our technical
team and helpdesk as we were managing
the cable plant issues. This support was
outside the scope oftheir initial agreement, and was very helpful in managing the
expectations of the campus as we migrated

to a new system.
The contact person for this project is Frank
Calasso Director, Network and Communications.
Reach him at frank.calasso@wagner.edu
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THE DEVICES ARE COMING...

IS YOUR CAMPUS READY?

APOGEE

Hand-held devices like smartphones and tablets are rapidly becoming
the primary way that students access the lnternet. According to a recent
EDUCAUSE study, more than half of all college students used mobile devices to
get on the network in January 201 1, compared with only 10 percent in 2008.
Across the nation, lT administrators agree that tomorrow's residential network
is facing bandwidth and mobility challenges like never before.
By

partnering with Apogee, schools can meet and exceed student
demand and begin preparing for tomorrow's challenges today.
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University of the Pacific

D.iscover the Tatk-A- Phone d ifference.
Get the fulL story at www.taLkaphone.comlpacific
or catt 773-539-1100.
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has tested compatible with Cisco UCM 7.1 and UCM B 6
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